6th CAO Meeting of AY 2018-2019  
Wednesday, Oct. 24, 2018. SL 226

In attendance: Anita Mattson (Chair), Maddie Chudy (Student Rep.), Kristin McAdams (Catalog/Calendar), Sarah Miles (Registrar), Paul Reilly (Academic Advising), Khalid Saeed (SSPS), Diane Strong (FBS), Andrew Trapp (FBS), Kristin Wobbe (Provost Office), Susan Zhou (Chem Eng).

Chair A. Mattson called the meeting to order at 11 am.

Old Business
1. The minutes of the 5th CAO meeting were approved.
2. CN 357X, Contemporary China: Culture and Trends: Approved (Liaison: A. Mattson)

New Business
1. ID2000, Mapping your Mission: Conditionally approved subject to 1/6 credit change and addition of experimental class (Liaisons: K. Wobbe/P. Reilly)
2. Dropping FIN3250, FIN2260, FIN2250 and adding FIN 3300: Conditionally approved subject to addition of the dept. approval date and updates to the course description. (Liaison: A. Trapp)
3. BB 3516, BB3519 category change: Conditionally approved subject to changing BB 2950 to BB2550 and confirmation of rules of changing cat. I to cat. II. (Liaison: S. Zhou)
4. Motion to add BB 353X, Immunotherapies: the next generation of pharmaceuticals: Conditionally approved subject to changing BB 2950 to BB2550 and confirmation on the course number. (Liaison: S. Zhou)
5. Data Science Major (Liaison: D. Strong): Initiated discussion, will discuss in full length in next meeting.

Meeting adjourned at 12:00 pm

Respectfully submitted,
H. Susan Zhou (ChE)  
CAO, Secretary